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Abstract
The problcmls of AI effectivent~s in manufacturing for

Design, Scheduling, Control and Proce~-.; Diagnosis are
considered. We have developed an effective dialog procedure for
a designer. This procedure I~ei~ him to identify file no..xh.’d
parameters of a d~igned product, i.e., to distinct acceptable
paranleters, utm acceptable parameters and paran~eters that
require additional design sttgly. In ~lx’x’luling we developed a
new intelligent procedure to formulate and find an effective
schedule. Often st,ch approach can avoid CtmlplicattvJ
time-ctmsunling ctmlpt,tations. In Ctmtrol we developed simple
and robust control lm~cedures, which join the advantages of
pur~ctmveutitmal interpolation and fuzzy ctmtrol methtxts for
design of quick and cost-effective controllers. In Prc~e~s
Diagnosis we overct~ne some difficulties of such known methods
as neural networks, linear discriminant analysis and the method of
nearest ncighlx~rs. The main difficulties which we overcome are
related to the speed of a dynamic learning protein and reliability
of diagnosis. We also make the extracted diagnostic regularities
easily understandable by a manufacturing expert. This arcroach
was succe~fidly tlsed for ~vt~’al tasks related to cngineering and
medical probhmls.

Keywords: design, diagnosis, scheduling, fuzzy ctmtml,
knowledge discovery.

1. Introduction
We study a way how AI procedures can become

mort’, effective in manufacturing. A develolx’.d interactive
procedure allows designers to identify the needed
parameters of a designed preduct. We are discovering
properties of job sequences which allow us to formulate
effective crite.ria of optimal scheduling. In control tasks
the main AI ttx~ls are tizzy conrad methtxls. These

methods have shown the effectiveness, but still have lots of
problems. A design of quick and cost-effective controllers
especially for mobile real-time systems is one of them. In
process diagnosis there are many difficulties of such
known methods as Nepal Networks, linear discriminant
analysis and the methtfl of nearest neighbors. The speed of
a dynamic learning process, reliability of diagnosis and
understanding of procedures by the user--mannfacturing
expert are among main difficulties of these methods. We
present an overview of our developments.

2. Design Problems
In Design onr interest isfocused on procedures, to

assist formulatiou of design criteria as formal requirements
for a product. Usually it is a very complicated muhilevel
and multi-attribite task. This is a new important problem.
The solution of this problem can significantly speed up
design.

We have developed an original effective dialog
procedure (govalerchuk, Triantaphyllou, Dcxpande 
Vityaev 1996a), which allows designers to restate lower
and upper borders in a hierarchical multi-altribute space.
These borders help a designer to klentify the needed
parameters of a designed product. They help to distinct
parameters which must be reached from parameters which
must not be reached, and parameters which require
additional design study.

An illustrative example below shows the main
steps of the approach. Snl-qms¢ that tree wishes to design a
mid-sized car under $25.000 better than the average level
on the market. Table ! presents features of the cars on the
market, taken from Constnner Reports, 1994 (p.160). 
use the following notation in this table: x~ for the overall
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score, x2 for predicted reliability, xj fi~r overall mpg, x, fi~r
driver’s air bag, x.~ for pa,~engcr’s air bag, x,, for antih~.’k
brakes, x7 fig aun,-transmissicm and xs fi~r air-conditicming.
Also "P" denotes "optional", "l"and "0" denote available
and not available, respectively.

Table I. Rating 1993 mid-sized cars under $25.000

car X2 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 xs

Camry 6 4 5 21 ! 0 P 1 P

Camry 4 4 5 24 1 0 P P P

Ford 4 3 20 1 P P ! P
Taurus

Mercury 4 3 2O I 1 P 1 I

Maxima 4 5 21 1 0 P P 1

Chrysler 3 3 21 1 0 P I l
NY

Buick 2 3 20 0 0 P 1 !
Regal

Chevrolet 1 2 22 0 0 P i P
Lumina

Next. the designer needs to identify a combination of car
f~atures, which should be design requirements ( see table
1). It requires to analyze a huge amount of possible feature
combinatkms with different overall scores (xI in tablcl).
There are 5 values for predicted reliability, 5 values for
mpg (20,21,22,23,24), 2 fi)r driver’s air bag, 2 fi)r
passenger’s air bag, 3 for each of the next three features
(brakes, transmission, air-conditioning). The values for
these three features arc "yes", "no" and "optional". There
are 2xSx5x2x2x3x3x3=5,400 of the eonlbinations. A
designer should chc~sc some of them. This nunlbcr
demonstrates the size of problem. Table I brings
information about only 5 cases from these 5,400. The
problem is how to assist a designer to analyze this 5,400
cases and discriminate acceptable cases from not
acceptable.

Some cases can be excluded from further
considerations relatively easy. For example, if all existing
cars bavc antilock brakes, auto-transmission and air-
conditioning options, probably it will not be wise to design
a car without these optior~s. The sanle is true for the
driver’s air bag. If all cars with 4 overall scores have air
bags then a new car shonld also have it. We can also
restrict an acceptable range of reliability with values 3, 4
and 5. All cars with overall scores 4 have this reliability.

By combining all these restrictions we obtain a new number
of design cases 3xSx2x2x2x2x2=4g0. We need to classify
them into two cla~,;e.s: (!) acceptable for design and (2)
not acceptable for design. This design problem h~ the
monotonieity proix:rty. If stane car (a combination of
values of features) is acceptable fi~r design then a better
car (a combination with stronger feature values) should also
be acceptable. This property together with the hierarchy of
design features allows to optimize the sequence of the
analysis of cases, nsing the powerfid mathematical theory
of monotone Boolean functions and software.

An interactive system presents to the designer a
case (values of feature combinations), obtains his answer
(acceptable/not acceptable) and presents the next case
depending on all his previous answers. This optimal
procedure allows to reduce the number of analyzed cases
up to 50-100 times, as we have shown for armther
applications (Kovalerchuk et, Triantaphyllou, Despande 
Vityaev 1996a). In our experiment we d~reased the
nmnber of requests for analysis from 4,000 cases to 40
cases.

3. Scheduling
In Sche~luling we are interested in criteria

formalization for an optimal schedule and intelligent
procedures to find such optimal schedule. Often the right
f(wmulatiou of criteria allows to avoid ccanplicated
time-consuming computations.

This is also a new important problem, where AI
research methods are very prt~mising. Currently, this
problem is out of formal analysis. Non formalized expert
knowledge is a base of mostly intuitive solutions. There
are stnne interesting attempts based (m fuzzy logic made in
Boeing Co. (Kipersztok & Patterson, 1995) for monitoring
network load of jobs submitted to clusters of workstatiorL~.

To clarify the situation, let us also consider a task
from (Kipersztok & Patterson 1995) in more detail. For
these tasks most existing systems employ the first-in, first-
out role (FIFO) to as,sign programs to a cluster of machines
independently of the network hind and ctanmunication
requirements. Advanced scheduling should address which
of the incoming jcsba should be sent to the network cluster
first, and which of the currently running jobs should be
suspended. It requires a process of prioritization of the
jobs and rules that match the resource specification
requirements of the, jobs to the clwrent state of the available
resources in the cluster. Next the authors intrt~uce a
priority rank for each job. Importance of cluster features
defines priority ranks. Priority ranks show how sensitive
an incoming job is to each parameter, which characterize
the cluster. These parameters are introutuced using fuzzy
k~gic. Then they are combined with a weighted linear
function in the priority rank. This is the weakest point of
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this kind of approaches. The priority rank is a heuristic
construction. It can fit the task or not. The designer’s
experience is of critical importance for the c(mstruction of
a priority rank. We develop an alternative approach related
to direct extractkm of rules that match the resource of
the jobs to the current state of the available resources
using data of the previous performance of the system. The
main difficulties, which restrict existing methods of
machine learning to extract rules frc~n data are that for
scheduling the data are not usual points in a feature space,
but they are much more complicated. A technique based
on first-(wder logic (Vityaev & Moskvitin 19937 can
overcome these difficulties. Let us illustrate this idea in the
previous example. For each time we may have records
how effectively the system uses resources. We compute
percentage of the used processors’ time with the length of
this interval for all jobs and for each job separately for
some time interval. Next we can collect these data for
sequential time intervals. Then we use methods of data
mining and knowledge discovery to discover relatitms
between sequential data. We present data for two pairs of
time intervals (t,t+l) and (k,k+l) in figures I and 2. 
are presented beginning with those that required more time.
We also measure the total effectiveness of a resource usage
fi)r all jobs. Let it be 90% for figure l(b) and 40% 
figure 2(b). It allows tts to extract the following rule. 
jobs require resources as in figure l{a) or 2(a) at 
moment i THEN for the next moment i+ 1 the set of jobs
should be as in Figure I(lo). It means that these jobs should
require the same or close share of resources as in figure
I(b). It will allow to have total effectiveness up to 90%.
This job sequence is much more complicated than FIFO
mid can be significantly different from that ttsed in heuristic
priority formulas. To be reliable this rule should be
discovered tm a bigger data set. This method allows us to
discover many rules without a human expert. Then we
develop a procedure to match rule premises with current
system states. Next we descrihe how we discover rules
tLsing figures 1 and 2 and the first order logic.

Let a I, a2, b l and b2 be job sets from figure
I(a),(b) and figure 2(aL (b) respectively. Next, 
predicate V(al,a2) is true if and (rely if the plot in figure
I(a) is above the plot in figure 2 (at. Similarly predicate
P(al,a2) is true if and only if E(bl)>E(b2), where 

Fig. I (a)
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E(b2) are effectivenegs’ of resonrce’s usage by all jobs 
figure 1 (1o) and figure 2 (b), respectively. Then we 
describe the rule:

IF V(al,a2) THEN P(al,a2),
which should be tested against a data set of such figures. If
this rule is confirmed tm the data set, we can use it for
scheduling as we described above. In the same manner we
automatically extract similar rules using larger sets of
predicates not only V and P.

4. Control Problems
In Control we are interested in the development

of simple and robust control procedures. The main AI tools
here are fuzzy control methods, which have shown the
effectiveness, but still have lots of problems. One of these
problems is a design of quick and cost-effective
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contrnllers especially fi~r mobile real-time systems.
There are three areas of control meth~xb;:

(I) the area of conventional control meth(~[~;
(2) the area of pure/conventional interlx~laticm methods:
(3) the area of fuzzy control methods.

Conventional control meth(~[s c(~x,t’r control tasks
with a known mtxiel of the conn’olled pn~’ess. This medel
is usually presented with differential eqnations.

Pure/conventional interlx~iation methtx]s cover
control tasks without a model but with sufficient training
data to interpolate a ctmtrol function. Many interpolation
meth(xis are used here: I~lymwnial interl~lation, spline
functions, pieeewise linear interlx)Jation etc.

Fuzzy control mt~thtxls cover control tasks without
a mtxlel and without sufficient training data, hut with expert
linguistic control rule,.

Furthermore, there are many intermediate cases
between these three cases. Intermediate cases require mixed
approaches, which are now under development. The
problem is that there is no way to know in advance if the
training data are sufficient or not to cho(~se an
appropriate metl~(ml. Usually, it bectnncs clear (rely after
testing with large independent test data or several trials of
u.~ the system. In (Motmouris & Mendel 1996) it was
shown that with extension of a training set linguistic
inftwmation becomes less imlx~rtant.

We offer an approach which helps to chtxrs¢ an
appropriate mettaxl when we do not have a m~lel of the
process. This approach is related to the perspective
direction -- the development of AI tcx~ls for an adequate
fuzzy control task formulation. Adeqtmcy means that we
need to avoid oversimplifications as well as too
complieated meth~x[,;, balancing between these two
L:Xffcmes.

At first we have found conditians where the fuzzy
control is practically equivalent to the conventional
inte.rlx)lation (Kovalerchuk 1994a, 1996a). If them
conditions for input and output memhership fimctions are
fulfilled we can use conventional interpolation methods and
obtain a very simple piecewise linear interpolation of the
control function. As a resuh we may have a simple and
cost-effective conm~ller. The OUtpUt of this interpolation
differs from Mamdani controller output no more than
5.05% of the length of the suplx.)rt of the used fuzzy sets
(Kovalerchuk, 1994a, 1996a). The length of the support 
a fuzzy mt is the length of the interval where its
membership function #(x) is above zero. For triangular
membership functions it is the length of the interval
between slopes, where .~,(x)>0.

If our ctmditions for membership function shapes
and overlapping are not fulfilled, we organiTg a guided
extension of training data interactively ~ith a designer
to fitlfill these conditions. The guided extension of training
data requires less data to tune control fimction than a usual
random extension. The relations hetween input and output
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fitzzy sets of control flmction give ms gtlidance how to
extend the mdning data. The main idea is to adjtLst the
fiJzzy sets to form the so called exact complete context
spaces (Kovalerchuk, 1995, 1996b). Next we select peaks
of membership fimctitms (MFs) of these adjusted fuzzy
sets. These peaks fi~-m a new training data set. This
procedun." allows us to immediately find a piecewise linear
interpolatkm of the control fimcticm. This interI~lation has
the same deviation from the Mamdani controller ms above
mentioned 5.05% of the fuzzy set supl’x~rt.

We join advantages of fuzzy control and pure
interlx)lation in this methtxl, realizing a mixed apprtkach.
We call our version of interpolation the second
interlx~lation. This interlxdation was inferred from Mamdani
fuzzy controller. Mamdani controller itself also repre,~nts
an interpolation of a real control function, but it is not a
pure interpolation based on training data only

Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate conditions wben our
interpolation can simplify a fuzzy controller, thus
substituting the fuzzy controller. Our conditions are
represented in figures 4 and 5. These condifitaxs are very
common in fuzzy control applications. For example, a
classical control problem of balancing an inverted
pendulum was successfully solved using membership
functions presented in figure 5 (see, ftrr example, (t%.ale 
Demuth 1994)). These triangular mt.~nbership functions
were used for position of the cart, velocity in meters/second
and radians/second, angles and force.

|
I
I
!
!

Fig. 3. lnterlaflaticm for non overlapping intervals
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Fig 5. lnterlxflation for fuzzy sets with an "overlap of one"

Figure 3 shows a Manldani fi~.z.y control fimction for non-
overlapping intervals. It is a simple step function. In this
example each input Ls presented .as an interval and each
output as an exact number. Also, control rules are: "If
argument a is about zero (i.e., from the interval [-
0.5#0.5)), then control u should be 0"; "If argument a is
ptysitive small (i.e., from the interval [+0.5,+1.0)), then
ctmmd u should be 1". The other rules are formulated
similarly. In this simple case the fuzzy control method
and the pure interpolation method give the same control
functitm. Then we do not have a problem choosing one of
them.

A fuzzy control fonction is pre.~nted for partly-
overlapping fuzzy sets in figure 4. Here control rules are
slightly differem. Let us describe one of them: "If
argument a is positive small then control u should be also
positive small". The term "positive small" (PS) for
argument a is formalized with a fuzzy set in the bottom of
figure 4. The term "positive small" for control u is also
f(mmalized with a fuzzy set. This fuzzy set is prestmted
above PS fuzzy set for argument a in figure 4. The next

control rule is "If argument a is positive medium then
control u should also be positive medium’. The term
"positive medium" {PM) for argument a is figmalized with
a fuzzy set in the bottom of figure 4 next to the fuzzy .set
for PS. The term "positive medium" (PM) for control u 
also formalized with a figzy set. This fuzzy set is presented
above the PM fuzzy set for argmnent a in figure 4. The
other control rules are defined similarly. Figure 4 ~ows
that the fuzzy sets "positive small" and "positive medium"
are overlapping on the part of their supports. Control
functions for the fitzzy control method and the pure
interpolation are shown above the fuzzy sets. The control
function for the fuzzy control method has a small wave in
the area where PS and PM fuzzy sets are overlapped. The
pure interpolation method gives a straight line in this area.
Out of the overlapping areas the fuzzy control method and
the pure interpolation method give the same linear pieces.
The difference between these two interpolations in the
overlapping area is described with the formula
(Kovalerchuk 1996b, theorem 1):

u=[(l-(p+e)2+p(l+e)12+{l+e-p)]]/[(l-(p+e)2+p(l 
where e is the distance between the peak point of PS fuzzy
set and the beginning of the PM fuzzy set and p is the
distance from the beginning of the PM fuzzy set to the
input point a, for which we compute a value u of the
control function {~ also figure 6). Computer simulation
using the last formula allowed us to show that for this
single input single output (SISO) case the difference
between the fuzzy controller and the pure interpolation is
no more than 2.07% of the length of the support of the
used fuzzy sets. In figure 6 we show results of this
simulation, when w= I +e.

A ft~y control fimction is presented for
(~Mmally overlapped! fu72y sets in figure 5. Linguistic
control roles are the same as for partly-ovcrlapping fuzzy
sets. The term "Irsitive small" (PS) for argument a 
formalized with a fuzzy set in the bottom of figure 5. The
term "positive small" (IS) for control u is formalized
similarly as a figzy set too. This fuzzy set is presented
above PS fuzzy set for argument a in figure 5. The term
"positive medium" (PM) for argument a is formaliTed with

Fig. 6. Overlapping of triangular fuzzy sets
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Fig. 7. Difference between fuzzy control function and the
second interpolation

a fuzzy set in the bottom of figure 5 next to the fuzzy set
for PS. The term "ptvsitive medium" fi~r control u is
formalized shnilarly as a fuzzy .set. This fuzzy set is
presented above PM fuzzy set for argument a in figure 5.
Figure 5 shows that fuzzy sets "l~sitive small" and
"ptrsitive medium" are overlapping on the half of their
suptx~rts. Control ftmctions for fuzzy conrad method and
pure interpolation are shown ab~we fuzzy sets. The control
function for the fuzzy c(mtrol method has a slight wave
shape for all domain. The pure interpolation method gives
a single straight line. The difference between these two
interpolatknLs in the overlapping area is described with the
formula (Kovalerchuk, 19961); Corollary 1):

u=(2-3/? +5p)/2(t-~+p),
where p is the distance from the beginning of the fuzzy set
to rile input Ix)int a, h)r which we compute a value u 
the control function. Computer simulation using the last
f(rmula allowed us to show that for this single input single
output (SISO) case the difference between fuzzy controller
and pure interpolation reaches only 2.07% of the length of
the supF.)rt of used fuzzy sets. This maximum deviation
2.07% is reached for e=O and two values of p:
p~=0.197200388 and p:=0.802279961 I. For two inputs and
single outptlts CI’ISO) case the difference between a fuzzy
control ftmctitm and a pure interlk)lation is no more than
5.05% of the support (Kovalerchuk, 1994. 1996a). Recall
that the optimal fuzzy set overlapping shown in figure 5 is
most ctnmntm in fuzzy control. This study shows how to
combine fiuzzy control and pure interimlation to constntct
simple control functitn~s. If fuzzy sets have a large mipport
then difference between these two interpolations can be
significant and the "wave" (aa figures 4 and 5 can be
relatively large. In this case we need to decide which of the
two control functkms should be used. We argue that a
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piecewi~ linear interl~lation between peak l~ints of fuzzy
sets has an important advantage. We consider a control task
where all fuzzy sets are equal and symmetrical. How can
they generate a wave? How to explain the wave in
Mamdani control fimction in terms of a particular applied
control task7 There is no such explanatkm. The only
explanation is out of context of the particular task. The
source of the wave is Mamdani defuzzifieation procedure.
i.e.. Center of Gravity (COG). Piecewise linear
interpolation between peak points does not have this
weakness.

Let us stnnmarize our offer for control tasks
without model anti wry restricted possibility to have a large
training data set. We combine fuzzy control and pure
interpolation methods. Fuzzy control methods are used to
choose interpolation points and pure interl~)lation methods
are used to interl~date between these points. With filzzy
control methods we extract linguistic rules, construct
respective fuzzy sets preferably as in figure 5, identify their
peaks. Then interpolation methods are tt’,~.A to identify a
control function interpolating between these peak points, if
the coastal’ted fi~zzy sets meet the above mentitmed
requirements, we do m~t need any more fuzzy control
procedures to have practically the same control ftmctkm as
Mamdani control fimction (see also mentioned the above
theorem 1 (Koval~chuk, Triantaphyllou, Despande 
Vityaev 1996a).

5. Process Diagnosis
In Process Diagnosis we are interested in using

our original sophisticated diagnostic methods, which
overcome some difficadties of known methods such as
Neural Networks, linear discriminant analysis and the
method of nearest neighlxns. The main difficulties which
we overcome are related to the speed of a dynamic learning
process and reliability of diagnosis (Kovalerehuk,
Triantaphyllou, Despande & Vityaev 1996a, Vityaev &
Moskvitin, 1993). We also make the extracted diagnostic
regularities easily understandable by a manufactm’ing
expert.

Expert systems, linear discriminant analysis,
neural networks, decision trees, and similar classification
methods are the most known and effective tools for
computer-aided diagnosis. They are used in many areas of
diagnosis of machinery failures in the process of
manufacturing and exploitation, military target recognition,
detection of contamination of radioactive materials, non-
destructive detection of damages in composite materials,
drug design, medical diagnosis etc. Usually the accuracy of
90%, 95% or 99% is considered as an evidence of effective
diagnosis. We study tile following practical questions:
Do these numbers really evahtate the performance of a
diagnostic system?
Should we buy and use a system with this accuracy for
practical tasks ?
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We show that there is m:my misccmceptions/
mistmderstanding/illusions related to these ~.Titical for
practitioners questions. Next wc show how to distinct
illgsions of reliable diagnosis from a really reliable
diagnosis and demonstrate how a reliable diagnosis can be
accomplished.

Let us consider the first illusion, which we call an
illusion of a single index of accuracy. Consider following
real data: about 0.2% of 15,000 screened women have
breast cancer (data from Woman’s Hospital of Baton
Rouge, 1995). If a system diagnoses all these women as
not having cancer, then accuracy is 99.8% and only
0.2% of women have awnmg diagnosis according to this
"all right" optimistic strategy. The general accuracy of
this "all right" strategy looks like a dream 99.8%. Is it
gtaxl? Of cause, the answer is negative. We must not only
nse accuracy itself, but examine false-po,vitive and false-
negalive mistakes separately as is in real evaluation of
cancer diagnostic methods. In these temls the system with
"all right" strategy makes no mistakes in diagnosis of non
canct~r cases (100% of them are diagnosed accurately). But
all cancer cases are diagnosed as non cancer cases (0% of
accuracy). These two indexes allow us immediately to
reject the use of such system. There arc many other
diagnostic fields where illusion of a single index of
accuracy is not so obviotLs. They require a special
analysis.

Next let tkS study how to evaluate the performance
of a diagnostic system in reality having two indexes. If
both of them are 99% for the entire lxvulation the total
accuracy is also 99%. In this case usually the system
performm~ce can be evaluated positively. But how to
evaluate the perfi,rmance of a diagnostic system with 30%
of false-positive and 80% of false-negative rates? In this
case the total accuracy can be any m~mber between 30%
and 80%, including 50%. It means that a s~cial study for
a partict,lar task will be needed to evaluate whether we
should uae or not this system for practical diagnosis.

We have shown above how critical is to find false-
Ix~sitive and false-negative error rates. It requires to solve
a much more fundamental problem: identify a real border
between diagnostic classes and compare it with a formal
border, which have faired by a diagnostic method, for
example, by the "all right" strategy . Note, that the real
border can be as narrow as a very wide area.

Let the border area consist of only 10% of all
possible cases and a system improperly diagnoses all
these border cases, i.e., 100% of mistakes on border cases
fnnn both diagnostic classes. Also let all other non border
cases, i.e., 90% of cases be diagnosed accurately. This
gives 90% of the total accuracy. Should such diagnostic
system be used? It can be used only for relatively simple
for diagnosis cases out of the border area. For all truly
complicated cases the system gives 100% of mistakes.
Therefore the presented 10% of mistakes is the second

illusion of the diagnosis probl,,m solution--accurate
diagnosis without complicated cases. In reality this 10%
means 100% mistakes for complicated cases, which really
require sophisticated methods of diagnosis. Note, that often
majority of simple cases can be diagnosed without any
computer-aided diagnostic system. Therefore such a system
with 90% accuracy can be useless.

The third illusion is related to a random choice of
the test data. The standard approach to test diagnostic
systems performance includes a test of a system on the
randomly chosen ~t of cases. In the example above (with
10% of border cases and 90% ant of this area) the
random choice of cases will repeat this ratio. As a result,
we will have the .~ame 100% accuracy out of border area
and 0% accuracy in the border area and the total accuracy
of 90%. This means that we have the same second illnsion
of accurate diagnosis without complicated cases, ha
caused also by random chose of test cases. We call this
illusion--the random choice nlusion.

Next we discuss a critical for practical diagnosis
question: Wh5, procedures of accurate etcduation of
diagnostic methods hove not been developed before?

The reason is that diagnostic methods were
developed and used in the frames of the paradigm: the
real border principally cannot be known. We may know
something about the real border only after approximating
it using some method. Different methods give different
approximatiom of the border rising different a priory
assumptions such as metrics of feature space, a type of
distribution, a class of discriminsnt functions, a type of
rules and etc. This a priory assumptions approach often
leads to confusing diagnostic solutions and/or illusions of
accurate diagnosis. Note, that often these assmnptions arc
not formulated and should be discovered.

Next, what leads to reality, i.e., real solution of
a diagnostic problem? It is a method of finding real
borders between positive and negative examples and their
diagnostic clnsses. This problem has not been studied
before, because there was not known another way to find
a real border except the construct of an approximation.

We develop another approach to restore the real
border. This approach is b&sed on the Empirical
Paradigm and r~pective methods, which were developed
in the former Soviet Union during the last 25 years
(Zagoruiko 1981, Zagoruiko, Sviridenko & Samokhvalov
1978, Vityaev et al., 1976,1992,1993, Kovalerchuk et. al.,
1975, 1996a). The core idea of this approach is in
replacing a metric feature space by an Empirical System
as this concept is defined in Measurement Theory (Krantz
at at. 1971). Dis~iminant functions are replaced by
hypotheses in the tim-order logic, which exiT, s
empirically testable properties of diagnostic classes of
functions instead of choosing a particular function from this
class ( usually with interpolation technique).

We demonstrate our approach on the empirically
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testable property of monotonicity and the class of all
monotone functions. This is a rather general class of
functious. But it is not nece~arily for us to identify a
particular monet(me function to discriminate two panerns
as it is, for example, in regression anti discriminant
analysis. We can directly use the empirically confirmed
property of monotonicity fi)r diagmrsis. In this case all
other non empirical a priory assumptiorts, needed for
approximation methtxis, are eliminated. Also we show that
the property of nmnotonicity can be empirically
discovered with a high accuracy using a data set or
interactively with an experienced expert, in the last
interactive case we can discover empirically an exact
monotone discriminant functkm me.

Let us illustrate the effectiveness of the property
of mtmotonicity for diagn~is. We consider the task to
discriminate two classes of de,sign requirements: acceptable
and non acceptable fi)r a new car design ILsing the example
presented in table 1. For illustrative purposes we consider
only two features fr(ml table 1: predicted reliability (x_,) 
miles lx~r gallon(x:~). Figure 8 shows the.~ data. Numbers
in the grid show the overall scores fi~r cars from table 1.
For example, (x,,x.0=(2,22) correspomLs to Chevrolet
Lunfina, which has grade 2 firr forecasted reliability and 22
mpg; (x.,,x0=(3,20) corresp(mds to three cars from table 
Ford Taurus, Mercury Sable and Bi,ick Regal. We use
feature xr from table I as a criterion fi~r discriminati(m of
two classes: if x~ = 4 design requirements are acceptable
and if x~ < 4 then they are. not acceptable. If we consider
5 values for x, and 8 values for x~ we will have 40
imssible design cases. Recall that 8 cars from table I cover
(rely 5 p(~sible cases. We do not have sufficient statistics
to ColLstruct a lx~rder between these two classes. Moreover,
the cl,’LS~’,s are overlapping: two cars from the positive
class and one car from the negative class c(~espond to rite
same point (3,20). There are dozens of possible
discrimination lines. For exanzple tree of the simple,st tree
is x_, : 4 fi~r the positive class and x,. < 4 for the negative
class. The (nher cme if x, - 3 for the positive class and x2
<3 for the negative class. Both of these discrimination rules
generalize these 5 points fi~r all other points without
argumentatitm. For example, lx~th of them classify (5,19)
as acceptable, but where are the argnmems? Neural nets,
linear discriminant fmlctions and other methcx’ts usually do
not control this situation for large (bta sets. For small data
sets, as the (me is in table 1, these meth(xLs cannot give any
answer.

We resolve this problem exploring the semantics
of the features. Semantics of features x_, and x~ give us
the following mcmottmicity property. Let us camsidcr two
cars a and b with their properties:
(Pi) forecasted reliability x, of car b is more than

forecasted reliability x_, of car a, i.e., x,_(a)<x2(b);
(P2) car a makes less miles per gallon than car b. i.e.,

xda)<.r.4b).
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(P3) we are ready to design a car as car a, i.e., with

mpg x.t:
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Fig. 8. Points frtma table 1.
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4
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1 2 3 4 5 6 x,
forecasted reliability

Fig 9. Monotone discrimination of lx~sitive and
negative design classes

properties x., anti x.~ of car a. We denote this as a
property D(a).
We see from (PI) and (P2) that car b is better than a.
To be logically consistent we should ct~sider car b also as
acceptable for de,fign, i.e., to agree that D(b) is tnne as
well. Now we can write this property formally:
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IF xt(a)<xz(b) and x3(a)<x3(b) and D(a) THEN D(b)
This is the property of monotonicity. For our features x2
and .r~ and D the property of monotonicity is a result of
their semantics. For other features monotonicity may be
not so clear. In this case we need to discover this property
empirically using data set and a method for discovery of
regularities in the first order logic {Vityaev and Moskvitin,
1993].

The main "advantage of the semantical or
empirical discovering monotonicity that by this way we
obtain interpretable properties of diagnosed classes,
instead of interpolation of [x~rder using a priory
assttmptious. More often these assumptions are not known
to the author of a method explicitly.

We exploited the discovered monotonicity for our
illustrative task. Figure 9 shows the border between the
positive and negative classes discovered using the
semantical monotonicity. The points marked with "+" and
"-" are from Ix~sitive and negative classes, respectively. The
points marked as "?" represent cases, for which our 8
training cases Ccars from table 1) are not sufficient. 
designer should analyze these cases with additional
information. The other features frotn table I can be one of
the sources of this information. This approach was
successfully used for several tasl~ related to engineering
design problems, signal recognition, breast cancer
diagnosis, forecast of the surgery after effects, forming the
secondary structure of proteins and so on.

6. Concluding Renmrks
AI methods require deep lmderstaoding by each

tL~r of applicability of a method for his/her task. Ignoring
analysis of applicability often leads to illusions of solutious,
spending resources without obtaining a reliable solution.
Currently many excellent user-friendly software systems
allow to try any method easily without any analysis of
applicability and reliability of solution. The problem of
development of reliable AI methtxts is still open. In this
paper we have shown how it can be accomplished for some
diagnostic, design, control and scheduling tasks.
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